New
Vision
Eternel
Merchandise Available
Happy new year!
Vision Eternel compact discs and t-shirts available.
When Abridged Pause Recordings released the boxed set “An
Anthology Of Past Misfortunes” in 2018, a handful of
“Promotional Press Bundles” were made. These were previously
reserved for members of the press, but since the boxed set is
sold-out, we figured it was a good time to make the left-over
press-copies available to the public. There are only 8 copies
of each EP left (which were originally reserved for 8 press
packages).
These are available either individually or as a “Limited
Edition Promotional Compact Disc Bundle”. You can purchase
these compact discs at $3 a piece, or as a bundle (all five)
for $10 (plus the moderate cost of shipping) on Abridged Pause
Recordings’ Bandcamp page.
So if you wanted Vision Eternel’s full back-catalog physical
discography, this is your chance. Or, if you only liked one or
two of Vision Eternel’s releases, and can do without the rest,
then get the ones you want! These will be sold on a firstcome, first-served basis, so if any EPs are purchased
individually, the amount of bundles available will decrease as
well.
*Please note that if you own the boxed set, you don’t need
these; you already own practically the same content (plus
more). The only difference is that the press copies come with
different liner notes and the compact discs have the titles
hand-written on them instead of being fully painted a solid
colour.
Also, Vision Eternel t-shirts are finally available for direct

purchasing on Bandcamp. Previously, that merchandise was only
available through Vision Eternel’s webstore, but having the
apparel available on Bandcamp makes it convenient for
everyone. Check out the t-shirts designed by Jeremy Roux and
Christophe Szpajdel, and feel free to grab a shirt at the same
time as a CD!

Abridged Pause Recordings has more things coming up:
Abridged Pause Recordings is already preparing to release new
merchandise for Vision Eternel’s upcoming extended play “For
Farewell Of Nostalgia“. A limited amount of compact disc press
kits will be made. These “Advanced Compact Disc Editions” will
feature an exclusive artwork and die-cut packaging (different
from the standard version to be released to the public). A
couple of music videos are going to be made and it is also
very likely that a couple of new t-shirts, and possibly a
hoodie, will be made in promotion of the new extended play.
You can read more about this in Vision Eternel’s press
release.

